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The multiplayer game is currently being developed as an over-the-top action RPG. Due to
the procedural generation of the environment, it is possible to navigate around the world
and gain the achievement of exploring the world. The main features are as follows: • A

vast, multilayered story, where the thoughts of the characters interact. • Engaging action
combat in which enemy attacks are varied and various. • All of the characters are

developed according to their unique play styles. • Weapon, armor, and magic that can be
freely combined. • Player characters that are custom-made for the game. • Multiplayer

that supports both online and offline play. ABOUT THE DEVELOPER: Fusion Wave released
the game entitled as “Vamana Online” at the Winter of 2019. After releasing the “Vamana
Online” game, Fusion Wave’s field of vision has now expanded, and is now developing the
“Vamana Online 2” game. Vamana Online 2 (hereinafter, the “Game”) is a fantasy action
game that is played in an interconnected online environment where you explore a vast

world with your own personal ability. The main features are as follows: • A vast,
multilayered story, where the thoughts of the characters interact. • Engaging action
combat in which enemy attacks are varied and various. • All of the characters are

developed according to their unique play styles. • Player characters that are custom-
made for the game. • Battle areas that are procedurally generated by a new artificial
intelligence. • Multiplayer that supports both online and offline play. ※This game is an
example of the “Game”, and as such, does not represent the entirety of the “Game” as

announced in the above text. The information of the “Game”, including the details of the
price, release date, and the content, and the development, specifications, and the like

have not been decided at this time. (I.e., “the name of the “Game”, “When it’s available,”
etc. has not been decided.) ABOUT THE DESIGNER: Producer of the “Vamana Online”
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Set rules for your own world, and rule an entire land

Depict a political, and social structure that changes over time
A variety of macho and airy guilds that challenge you to the frontline

A vast number of Elden Servants and adventurers
Player-controlled dungeons and castles!

Fight Nobly with Friends or Form a Party of Heroes (up to four players)
The chance to become an Epic Hero or Devil King

Possess large and small weapons, or more powerful equipment through quest completion
Discover the joy of eclectic development through choice with the Main Quest and Secret

Quests

Branching Story

Divine Bond

You are a Chosen of the Goddess of Night, who resides in the Land Between on the World of
Lorelai. After the end of the past war, the Goddess of Night took your mother’s life and was driven
away. After recovering your father, she returns the divine bond upon you, granting the power of
the divine. 

Dark Lord War

The Dark Lord, leader of the Pharism legion, came to the Land Between and incited war. Still, he
was not the final one, as someone behind the shadows watched and watched over him. Only with
your blood can the final hand clasp be lifted, and in return, you will have to overcome countless
steps before reaching him. The fate of the entire world lies within your hands… 

Wandering Warriors

You are the last in the line of Wandering Warriors, and now the great evil is falling upon your
sword. The mortal enemy is on its violent rampage, something sinister is seeping from the very
depths of time. Take up your weapons and avenge your fallen brethren… 
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Creation of Lorelai

The Land Between is a fantastic place where you can feel like an invincible hero. But in that
world, there is an enormous obstacle, something that changes those who are Divine Bonds into
vicious monsters…a strange and frightening foe. Endeavour to end its life, and something else
awaits you…
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